EFFECTIVE January 1, 2014 - New Piece Counts per Bundle on Non-Standard Sizes

Hunter Panels will be changing the pieces per unit/truck on the least commonly manufactured thicknesses of our roof and wall polyisocyanurate products including flat, tapered, and composites. This change will help you to more efficiently maximize the square footage of polyiso on each truck.

We will not be re-packaging existing inventory, therefore we recommend orders be placed by squares required rather than number of units/bundles. To more easily identify material with the revised packaging quantities our labels will be green. These labels will also reflect the NEW 2014 r values for roofing products. Additionally, new product codes and descriptions will distinguish the post 2013 product packaging quantities.

The packaging and weight charts for flat, tapered, and composites indicate the product revisions in red. For more information go to www.hpanels.com and click on the tab NEW 2014 Packaging Charts or find them listed by product under the corresponding Flat, Tapered or Engineered Product tabs.

Thank you,

Ed Krusec
National Sales Manager
Hunter Panels